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The operational rational

Complex sea space
• Great volumes
• Bigger vessels
• Competing uses
• Autonomy...
The technical rational

- Vulnerabilities
- Augmentation
Objectives and expected outcomes

Building Resilience & Integrity into UK CNI for Maritime Navigation, aids to navigation infrastructure and services at sea and in ports’
The way forward - team
The way forward - approach

- WP 0 Project Management
  - WP 1 Maritime Context & Requirements
  - WP 2 GNSS Integrity (SBAS & Beacons)
  - WP 3 PNT R&I Technologies & Integration
  - WP 4 Conceptual PNT Infrastructure
  - WP 5 Outline Cost Benefit Analyses
  - WP 7 Roadmap and Planning

- WP 6 Stakeholder Engagement